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You Bet Your Life Savings—
Poor Planning for
Long-Term Care
By Ric Cochran
Who remembers a game show called You Bet
Your Life, starring Groucho Marx? No one risked their
life on the show; but we often see a disclaimer on
footage of climbers scaling tall buildings, or a tightrope
walker crossing the Grand Canyon: “These are trained
professionals. Don’t try this at home.”
Protecting assets from nursing home costs is not
as easy as it might seem. Even knowing the written rules
is not enough. Understanding the rules, how they’re
applied, and reading between the lines comes from
experience. We receive referrals from professionals
who understand the specialized nature of what we
do. They recognize the dangers of dabbling outside
their own specialty. Who would want the doctor who
did their knee surgery to perform brain surgery on
someone they love?
Some professionals with limited experience
are marketing plans they claim will protect assets if
someone enters a nursing home five years or more
down the road—Medicaid currently has a five
year look-back period. Some tout trusts and other
devices which can be mixed bags with unintended
consequences. One has related publicly of telling
someone nothing could be done for their parent who
didn’t have five years to wait, perhaps as an admonition
not to procrastinate. I would agree that procrastination
can be costly; but we regularly assist families with an
immediate need who don’t have five years to wait and
who want to save as much as they can from nursing
home costs.
It’s easy to see why some professionals might only
want to practice long-range planning. It might appear
easier on the surface; but appearances can be selfdeceiving. People frequently drown in water with a
wicked undertow beneath a calm surface. Some trusts

can have issues even after five years for reasons all
too obvious to those of us who deal with immediate
need cases every day. While we frequently do five-year
planning ourselves, we start with planning in case bad
things happen sooner rather than later—life can be
cruelly uncertain.
Since helping those facing immediate nursing
home costs requires a higher level of skills, it’s hard
for us to take someone seriously who claims to be
a professional in this area if they aren’t proficient at
handling cases of immediate need, or what we call
crisis planning cases. Many of our cases are referrals
of someone already in a nursing home or about to
enter one. Some thought planning they did with
others protected everything; but they had a rude
awakening and were referred to us. I’m reminded of
a recent call from someone who advertises their own
Medicaid planning services. They even hold seminars;
though prior to their call they had never reached out
to us to see if they might collaborate or use us as a
resource. They have very little Medicaid experience
and desperately needed help for a case gone horribly
wrong. They were very worried. It was quickly apparent
why. Caveat emptor.
What about trying to figure it out on your own?
There’s an old saying that a doctor who treats himself
has a fool for a patient. We often see DIY—Do-ItYourself planning that blows up because most doit-yourselfers have about as much experience with
Medicaid planning as I have performing heart surgery.
(In the interest of full disclosure, I’ve never performed
heart surgery.) I’ve performed a lot of DIY repairs myself
over the years; most saved a few bucks and a few that
made me wish I’d hired a pro to start with. I’ve fixed my
dishwasher, garage door opener, dryer and performed
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tasks I wasn’t familiar with after watching YouTube videos. I still do. I also wrote a check recently
for a computer tech to put back something I should not have deleted. There are some tasks
I know to leave alone. I don’t do my own dental work; I pay a CPA to do my taxes, and I don’t
perform surgery on myself, my family members, or friends. I even have a personal financial
advisor, even though I’m a financial advisor, because it’s hard for any of us to be completely
objective about ourselves. Some do-it-yourselfers have to learn by losing lots of money before
realizing they’re in way over their head. Some never learn. Others recognize there are tasks best
left to pros with many years of experience when the costs for mistakes can be prohibitively high.

Is someone you love
paying thousands of
dollars for nursing home
care every month?

Ric Cochran writes articles, speaks to groups, and assists families facing the crisis of paying for long-term care.

Don't let someone
you care about lose
everything—
it is NOT TOO LATE!

Are you old enough to remember
these sayings?

Call our office for information
on upcoming workshops and
for a free consultation.

Our mothers, dads and grandparents used
phrases they probably heard from the generations
before them. With the passing of time, many old
phrases become obsolete, and this is unfortunate.
Younger people have probably never heard some
of the memorable old phrases that we grew up
hearing such as:
"I'll just give this a lick and a promise," my
mother said as she quickly mopped around the
furniture. "What does that mean," I asked?
"It means that I'm in a hurry 'cause I'm busy canning tomatoes, so I am going to just give it a
lick with the mop and promise to come back and do the job right later.”

See the new issue of
PRIME TIME MAGAZINE
at www.issue.com/
primetimemag
OR

When you come by the
office, be sure and pick
up your FREE copy!

You know you
are getting old
when the candles
cost more than
the cake.
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He can be reached at 318.869.3133 at S.A.F.E. Planning. He edits Facebook pages at www.facebook.com/
SAFE-Planning and www.facebook.com/AgingAmerica. Visit and “Like” them to receive updates and new
information. More information is available at www.SafePlanning.net.

I’ve got a bone to pick with you.
(someone who wants to discuss a disagreement)
He’s got an axe to grind.
(someone who has a hidden motive)
One bad apple spoils the whole barrel.
(one corrupt person can cause all the others to go bad
if you don't remove the bad one)
He’s been at sea since he lost his wife.
(lost or not understanding what to do)
He’s a bad egg.
(someone not a good person /
comes from gathering eggs and getting a rotten one)
He’s just barking at a knot.
(meaning that your efforts were as useless as a dog barking at a knot)
You’re barking up the wrong tree.
(you don’t know what you are talking about)

She’s got a bee in her bonnet.
(something has her agitated)
Bless her heart she been put through the mill.
(had a rough time of it)
He just got out of the calaboose or hoosegow.
(jail)
It’s catawampus.
(something that sits crooked such as a piece of furniture sitting at an angle)
He will dicker all day.
(to barter or trade)
That’s a feather in your cap.
(to accomplish a goal)
*This came from years ago in wartime when warriors might receive
a feather they would put in their cap for defeating an enemy.

Just hold your horses.
(be patient)
I reckon you’re right.
(I suppose)
We didn’t get through jawing til dark.
(talking or arguing)
Let’s take it, kit and caboodle.
(the whole thing)
She was madder than a wet hen.
(really angry)
That kid needs taking down a notch or two.
(like notches in a belt, usually a young person who thinks
too highly of himself and needs a lesson)
Pretty is as pretty does.
(your actions are more important than your looks)
She’s pretty persnickety.
(overly particular or snobbish)
We’re pert-near there.
(short for pretty near)
She’s no spring chicken.
(not young anymore / chicks born in the spring)
Make that cat skedaddle.
(get out of here quickly)
He’s going sparking tonight.
(courting)

If you or a loved one needed care, how would you pay for it?
How long would it take to deplete your savings to pay for it?
Would you like to know how a nursing home patient's spouse
can often draw up to $2,898 per month of the patient's income?
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FREE PUBLIC WORKSHOP

Thursday, September 12
10am
SHREVE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
BROADMOOR BRANCH
1212 CAPTAIN SHREVE DRIVE
(ONE BLOCK NORTH OF EAST PRESTON)
Don’t Lose Your Home & Savings To
Pay For A Nursing Home

n Please call ahead to
make your reservation!
(318) 869-3133
Invite friends, family
members, and anyone
you care about to attend
our workshops. This is
important to everyone
who wants to protect an
estate from devastating
nursing home costs and / or
costly investing mistakes.

“Just remember, when
you’re over the hill, you
begin to pick up speed.”
- Charles M. Schulz

If you don't know the answers, call us!
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S.A.F.E. Coming Up...
September 10

October 12

Caregivers Conference - to be held at the Louisiana State Exhibit
Museum auditorium located at 3015 Greenwood Rd. Event begins at
noon and includes presentations from the Alzheimer's Association,
Dr. Mary Quiceno, UT Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, and
Former Governor Buddy Roemer, discussing Alzheimer's disease
and care giving. The event is free and ample free parking is also
available.

Walk to End Alzheimer's - to be held at the Louisiana Boardwalk
with check-in/registration opening at 9 a.m. and the Walk ceremony
beginning at 10 a.m. Visit www.alz.org/walk to register today. There
is no registration fee and all are invited to participate! Please call
1.800.272.3900 or 318.861.8680 to register.

Have you
heard our
new radio
commercials?
They are running
on stations:
KISS Country 93.7,
KVKI 96.5FM,
K94.5FM, 99X,
The Tiger 1130AM,
and KEEL 710.

Steve Rainey and Robert J. Wright

